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Abstract
Direct-drive laser fusion has one potential advantage over all other approaches to fusion energy. The hot plasma can be kept near or below the various plasma instability thresholds, if one uses purely spherical targets, with a short wavelength, large bandwidth and optically smoothed excimer laser. Instead of trying to manage laser–plasma instabilities, one avoids them. There is a path to complete the evaluation and development of this energy option, with moderate costs and a moderate time scale. Glass lasers, with their longer wavelength and narrower bandwidth, are no longer useful to evaluate fusion targets.
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1. Introduction
In the early 1970s, when the laser fusion programme was in its infancy, several basic physics problems were discovered. When laser beams were focused onto targets, the high laser intensities produced many types of laser–plasma instabilities. A surprisingly large fraction of laser light was either reflected or sent in uncontrollable directions by these laser–plasma instabilities. Another surprisingly large fraction of the laser light energy was converted by laser–plasma instabilities into suprathermal electrons; these electrons would have caused preheating of the DT fuel and would have prevented the needed fuel compression to high densities. Also, the laser beams could not produce the illumination uniformity needed for a symmetric implosion. Also, the imploding target shell was much more hydrodynamically unstable than previously predicted; the target shells were now predicted to distort or break during the implosion. The plasma and X-radiation temperatures were also far from the expected thermal equilibrium.

However, over the years these physics problems have apparently all been solved[1]. There is now a substantial experimental, theoretical and computational basis for optimism. The preferred solution would use a purely spherical target, illuminated symmetrically by many laser beams[2]. The laser would have the shortest possible wavelength, the broadest possible bandwidth and the best possible optical beam smoothing. The preferred laser candidates, and probably the only candidates, are a KrF or ArF excimer laser.

In the United States, most of the funds for laser fusion research have been directed toward the use of very complex ‘indirect-drive’ targets. This programme culminated in the National Ignition Facility (NIF). The failure of the fusion implosions was obvious almost immediately after the NIF laser began illuminating the targets. Little progress has been made in the succeeding years. As a result, there is now some pessimism in the United States about laser fusion. The concern of some is that the computer modeling of fusion targets is not reliable, and that the scientific management has been and remains too optimistic. Thus, an informal proposal for a large programme in symmetric direct illumination of fusion targets for electric power has not had a good reception.

This paper is divided into two parts. First it is necessary to explain why the NIF failed, and why that failure has no relationship to the prospects for symmetric illumination of a spherical target using an excimer laser. The second part of this paper outlines a path toward the development of laser fusion for electrical energy.

Basicly, the NIF design was geometrically too complex, and it was designed to operate far above laser–plasma instability thresholds. By comparison, symmetric illumination with excimer lasers of a spherical target is geometrically simple, and it can operate near or below the plasma instability thresholds, because the combination of deep UV and broad bandwidth suppresses the laser–plasma instabilities. Physicists are unlikely to ever be able to predict any plasma behavior when it is an order of magnitude or more above the instability threshold, nor will they be able to accurately calculate laser and plasma behavior in a complex asymmetric...
geometry. However the plasma instability thresholds themselves are all reasonably well understood, both experimentally and theoretically. With symmetric laser illumination one should be able to choose physical parameters that avoid or minimize the laser–plasma instabilities. As Sun Tsu stated: ‘To subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill.’

2. The failure of the National Ignition Facility

In the early 1970s, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory began construction of the Shiva glass laser. Their computer model[3] predicted that the symmetric illumination of a small spherical target of pure DT fuel with a few kilojoules of infrared laser light would produce thermonuclear burn and even net energy gain. Their long-term goal was commercial fusion energy. The Shiva laser was supposed to demonstrate this concept. As noted above in Section 1, several basic physics problems were quickly discovered. In 1975, in response to these problems, the Shiva laser, then already under construction, was redesigned for ‘indirect drive’. The spherical fusion target would be placed within a cylindrical metal can, with laser entrance holes at the two ends of the can. The prediction was that this indirect, asymmetric illumination would resolve the major physics problems. The poor energy coupling efficiency of indirect drive implied that the original goal of commercial power would have to be discarded, but the prediction was for some fusion success. Instead, the indirect-drive design also failed. To try to solve the various physics problems, the indirect-drive target was modified several times over the succeeding decades. Each modification has made the target more complex: adding gas fills; using two cones of laser beams with separate power tuning; changing the shape of the cans; changing the heavy metals used for the can wall; using different ablator materials.

These variations in indirect-drive target designs still faced the same two basic problems. First, their laser illumination was initially asymmetric: the laser illumination was designed to directly heat the inside of the can along a set of rings, producing soft X-rays. The X-radiation flow from these hot rings was predicted to then lead to a nearly symmetric illumination of soft X-rays on the spherical target. It worked on their computer! But the real three-dimensional plasma flows, the real laser propagation, the real non-LTE hot plasmas, the real non-LTE X-radiation transport, and the real laser–plasma instabilities, are in fact too complex to ever be able to calculate with sufficient precision. The second basic problem was the focusing of all of the laser energy through the two entrance holes in the ends of the can. This focusing maximized the laser intensity. The laser light was then propagated long distances in the can through a hot plasma. This frontal attack, using high laser intensities and long plasma path lengths, is a prescription for the worst possible laser–plasma instability problems. And of course it was impossible to sufficiently diagnose the behavior of the laser propagation and the hot plasma inside the metal can, so they could not be certain where all of the laser energy was actually deposited, or how the plasma within the can actually evolved. Also early-time low-mode asymmetries could not be corrected by using the opposite low-mode asymmetry later in the laser pulse. They would have to somehow measure the time-dependent asymmetries, and somehow measure the many sources of the asymmetry inside the can.

The detailed physics reasons for the failure of the NIF had actually been predicted before construction began[4].

Various other non-symmetric laser fusion concepts have been proposed and investigated in recent decades. In the ‘fast-ignition’ concept, a spherical target is first symmetrically imploded to high density, but without a central spark plug. The burn is then initiated by heating one side of the imploded compressed sphere with a separate high-intensity, short-pulse laser. One variant used a physical cone in the target to guide spark plug formation. These alternate fusion concepts[5] all suffer from the same two basic problems as indirect drive: the geometries are too complex to calculate, and they require utilizing and controlling laser–plasma instabilities instead of just trying to avoid them.

3. Glass lasers are not relevant to an evaluation of laser fusion

With the very large financial investment that has already been made in glass lasers, some people have hoped that the NIF could eventually be modified and used to evaluate symmetric illumination designs. That hope is not consistent with the science.

An ArF laser should be able to produce a bandwidth of 5 THz. Calculations, with various supporting experiments at narrower bandwidths, indicate that this 5 THz bandwidth, along with the short wavelength of ArF, and with optical beam smoothing, should suffice to control the deleterious laser–plasma instabilities. A KrF laser has a bandwidth of 3 THz. This bandwidth is more marginal, but may also suffice. And by using very limited amounts of forward rotational Raman scattering in a gas, it may be possible to enhance the 3 THz KrF bandwidth[6].

The NIF glass laser bandwidth is limited to 0.27 THz after conversion to the third harmonic. This is at least a factor of ten less than what is probably needed for laser fusion. The Omega glass laser has previously operated at up to 1.0 THz, but there were focusing problems associated with this bandwidth. The Omega glass laser bandwidth now operates at 0.33 THz.

There is a current suggestion[7] to improve glass lasers by increasing the bandwidth through the use of an optical parametric amplifier, followed by some unspecified broadband
frequency conversion. This recent suggestion is still in its early stages of development. If successful, the bandwidth conversion would hopefully not lead to the same problems in the focal plane as was found with the 1 THz version of Omega.

Even if the bandwidth limitation to glass lasers could somehow be solved, there are other fundamental limitations to the use of the NIF. The NIF beam-to-beam energy balance is poor, and the NIF focal quality with their current optical beam smoothing is poor. We can conclude that it is very unlikely that the NIF will have any value in any future evaluation of spherical targets using symmetric illumination. The continued expenditure of significant funds on glass lasers by the United States in the hope of someday obtaining ignition with the NIF, while refusing to fund any further development of the much lower-risk excimer laser, is a beautiful example of the ‘sunk cost’ logical fallacy.

The previous decades of experimental and theoretical research imply that there are several simultaneous requirements on a successful laser fusion implosion.

- The laser frequency must be in the ultraviolet, with a laser wavelength preferably in the range from 0.25 µm (KrF) to 0.19 µm (ArF).
- The laser must have a bandwidth of at least 3 to 5 THz (KrF and ArF).
- The laser must be optically smoothed, with a broad bandwidth, to produce sufficient laser beam focal uniformity.
- The laser focal profile should be adjustable, and zoom inward during the implosion, to roughly match the size of the spherical target as it spherically converges, and to maintain the uniformity of pressure.
- The spherical ablator surrounding the DT fuel should be a low-density CH foam, wicked with frozen DT, and surrounded by a very thin metallic coating, probably gold plus palladium.
- The temporal laser pulse shape should start with a few short laser pulses, followed by a carefully tuned rising pulse.

There are more requirements that could be listed, but here are the reasons for the above list. The short laser wavelength leads to better collisional absorption of the laser energy, at higher plasma densities. With absorption at higher plasma density, there is less risk of plasma instabilities, and there is also a higher rocket efficiency. Also, the higher pressure generated with higher density absorption allows for thicker target shells with reduced Rayleigh–Taylor fluid instability growth. If the laser bandwidth is greater than the growth rate of a plasma instability, then the bandwidth reduces or eliminates the instability. This bandwidth improvement is most effective if the laser wavelength is short, because then the plasma instability growth rate is also minimized and the laser intensity is minimized. Optical smoothing with induced spatial incoherence (ISI) can produce the time-averaged
laser uniformity that is needed for a spherical implosion, thus avoiding shell destruction from fluid instabilities. Optical smoothing with ISI also prevents optical self-focusing of the laser energy in the plasma corona, thereby reducing the risk of plasma instabilities\[12\]. Optical smoothing with ISI may also provide an easy flexibility to adjust the size and shape of the focal profile during the implosion, to match the imploding spherical target\[13\]. The low-density CH foam ablator wicked with DT is currently believed to be necessary to avoid excessive soft X-ray generation. If the ablator has too much carbon, then during the thermonuclear burn the heated carbon is calculated to emit enough soft X-rays to melt the inner wall of the chamber. An ablator that is mostly DT with only a small percentage of carbon prevents melting of the chamber wall. Also, the lower Z/A of tritium enhances the rocket efficiency. The ultrathin coating of metal is needed to protect the frozen DT from preheating during the injection phase into the hot chamber, and to allow for DT permeation during target manufacturing. The metal coating also provides an early-time burst of soft X-rays that radially tunes the adiabat of the ablator, thereby helping to reduce the fluid instabilities\[14\]. The carefully tuned temporal laser pulse shape is needed not only to produce a low-isentrope implosion, but to also help tune the radial adiabat of the ablator to minimize the fluid instability\[15–19\], and to minimize the initial mass imprint from laser nonuniformities\[20\].

For the research scientists who use glass lasers, most of the above list of requirements is a daunting set of major challenges that they are still trying to solve. Their laser frequency is too low, their bandwidth is too narrow, and their optical smoothing method is inferior because of residual long-wavelength nonuniformities. But an ArF excimer laser with ISI smoothing should meet the above laser requirements\[21\]. Perhaps also a KrF laser\[22\].

### 6. A diode-pumped solid-state laser does not meet the requirements for laser fusion energy

There is no application for glass lasers in a fusion power plant because of its very low efficiency, high optical damage, high cost, etc. Some people have hoped that some of the science and technology of glass lasers could eventually be applied to diode-pumped solid-state lasers (DPSSLs). But DPSSLs are narrow bandwidth lasers. To produce the needed large laser bandwidth, there is a concept\[23\] to build a very large number of DPSSLs, each with its own different central frequency, each then converted to the third harmonic. Each small DPSSL would illuminate a different small section of a final focusing mirror, so that each mirror would, in total, contain several THz of bandwidth. All parts of the focal spot would receive the full bandwidth from the entire focusing mirror. The proponents of this idea claim that the target will then have the same or even larger bandwidth than can be obtained from an excimer laser.

Aside from the complexity and cost of using tens of thousands of parallel DPSSLs through the entire laser chain, with different central frequencies, and perhaps requiring the development of new types of DPSSLs, there are also some fundamental target physics questions. Would the combination of laser beams produce sufficient spatial uniformity in the focal plane, even though each individual DPSSL would not have any optical beam smoothing? Also, each location on the final focusing mirror would be illuminated by just one of the DPSSLs, with its relatively narrow frequency. That implies that in the target plane each frequency component would be associated with a narrow angle of propagation vectors. Would the small filled region of combined frequency-vector space enjoy the same advantages for the target physics as an excimer laser that fills a much broader region of frequency-vector space? Is the lack of zooming important? Would the lower mean laser frequency of a DPSSL suffice to control all of the laser–plasma instabilities? My own view is that there is a negligible prospect of using DPSSLs for commercial fusion power.

### 7. The path to electric power using laser fusion

Most physicists view fusion as currently a physics problem. In this view, if our evolving physics knowledge requires future changes in the design, then detailed engineering would be premature. If the physics does not work, then why worry now about the engineering?

But for laser fusion, with its physical separability of components, there can be a different viewpoint. Why bother evaluating the physics target performance if it is not possible to build a laser that meets all of the current requirements of efficiency, beam uniformity, bandwidth, frequency, capital and operating costs, reliability, durability and pulse shaping? Why bother imploding a target with an expensive and carefully grown single-crystal piece of DT, if in an actual manufacturing plant, with high target production volumes, the DT ice crystalizes with too much mass nonuniformity for a symmetric implosion? If laser fusion is going to fail due to laser problems or target fabrication problems, would not it be cheaper and faster to discover this sooner rather than after an expensive fusion test?

For magnetic fusion, with its tightly integrated geometry, perhaps the physics-first approach is the only approach. But for laser fusion, with its physically separate target factory, laser and chamber, a parallel development should be the preferred approach. Instead of first building expensive flagship fusion facilities that only demonstrate high yield with single laser pulses, in a business approach one would first develop and evaluate the highest-leverage key issues that require the least funding.
Shortly before my retirement I proposed, obtained initial funding and initiated a programme in the United States called High Average Power Lasers (HAPL). This was a nation-wide programme, eventually involving more than 30 institutions in the United States, and managed by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. It was an integrated programme to develop the science and technology basis for electric power generation using laser fusion with symmetric illumination. The programme emphasis was on experimental verifications, not computer modeling. A large team of scientists and engineers throughout the United States developed and tested credible approaches to high-repetition-rate excimer lasers, final optics, target fabrication, target injection and engagement, chamber technologies, tritium processing, vacuum systems and laser maintenance. Although this programme was very successful, it lost its funding prematurely.

Stage One of a new laser fusion energy programme would be to complete the long-term objectives of the HAPL programme. It would include the development and testing of just one line of laser amplifiers of ArF and/or KrF lasers, that could operate reliably at one pulse per minute, and that would meet all of the other above requirements of efficiency, beam quality, etc. This first stage would also include building a target factory that could produce one target per minute that meets all of its commercial requirements. The rate of one pulse per minute for the laser and target factory has been chosen for Stage One, instead of the final goal of approximately five pulses per second, to delay the expenses of tritium recycling and heat removal. Tritium recycling and heat removal would be expensive to develop, but are probably not fundamental problems, and thus could be addressed at a later programme stage. The first stage would also include a detailed optical design for an implosion facility, and would demonstrate control of optical damage from the short laser wavelength. There would also be detailed computer studies of laser propagation through the target corona, to more accurately determine the specific time-dependent requirements on the laser focal profile for a symmetric implosion. Along with the computer studies, there would be a new excimer laser–target facility, an enhancement of the Nike KrF laser with more than 20 kJ laser output. This facility, using planar or near-planar targets, would have the laser focal intensity and pulse duration to completely the validation of the thresholds of the various laser–plasma instabilities.

After Stage One has been fully successful, one would begin Stage Two: construction of an integrated one-pulse-per-minute laser fusion implosion facility, using enough laser energy to ensure that the targets would have significant energy gain. This facility would be used to validate and optimize the fusion target design, and then to test and optimize the chamber wall materials.

After Stage Two has been fully successful, one would begin Stage Three: an engineering test facility with 5 pulses per second that could handle tritium recycling, laser and chamber heat removal, electric power generation, etc.

Proceeding in stages, with each stage having to be proven successful before beginning the next stage, might appear to be an unnecessarily slow approach to fusion energy. But past experience suggests that it is faster to fully verify each step first, rather than spend time and money later trying to fix mistakes from hasty and incorrect decisions driven by some politically motivated schedule.

8. Summary

The original laser fusion concept of symmetric illumination of spherical targets is now very attractive. In spite of very limited funding, the scientists in this programme have apparently solved all of the key fundamental physics problems, and there is a clear path in stages to commercial power. There is still a risk of failure, but the promise is now so great that the concept merits a larger investment and evaluation. The lowest risk approach would use a laser with the shortest possible wavelength, the broadest possible bandwidth and with the optimum optical smoothing methods; in other words, an excimer laser. The failure of the NIF glass laser is irrelevant to this fusion approach.
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